
 

Testimonials 

14th January 2014 

"Thank you so much to Judy for her amazing work and patience with us when choosing each 
arrangement. I will forever have my flowers as a memory of such a wonderful day that you 
helped make. You made this one thing so easy to decide and organise. I will refer you to so 
many people. Once again thank you for all your help with the wedding." 

Marie-Ann & Daniel Straka 

 

  

 

  

20th March 2011 

"We have enjoyed beautiful arrangements from Handcrafted Flowers brightening our practice for 
many years. We are constantly receiving compliments on the lovely displays, and they bring a 
warmth and cheer to the workplace like nothing else can. The convenience of flowers being 
regularly delivered is fabulous , and each month we look forward to seeing what the new 
arrangement is. The service provided by Handcrafted Flowers is outstanding, and the flowers 
"speak smiles" for themselves." 

Atida Lipshatz, Practice Manager 

Dr Jeff Lipshatz Orthodontist 



 

  

  

 

  

9th March 2011 

"We have been associated with Handcrafted Flowers since January 2002 and would highly 
recommend Judy and her team. Their professional, attentive and friendly attitude and quick 
response to any requests has made them a pleasure to deal with at all times. I would be happy to 
personally recommend their services to anyone requiring beautiful, individual and realistic flower 
arrangements." 

Hazel Kuperholz 

Collins Street Business Centre 

 

  

 

  

18 May 2011 

"Klein Business Furniture has been associated with Handcrafted Flowers for over 7 years and 
have always found their products to be of the highest quality. We use both their flowers and 
plants to enhance our Showroom image- their service is always efficient and professional. I often 
recommend their service and extensive range of Flowers, Plants & Trees to our varied 
Coroporate Customers" 

Malvin Klein 

Director 



Klein Business Furniture - South Melbourne 
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